Crime in America
Kerby Anderson
Case #1: Polly Klaas of Petaluma, California, was abducted from her suburban
home during a sleepover with two friends on October 1, 1993, and subsequently
murdered. Her alleged assailant, Richard Allen Davis, had been sentenced to
sixteen years in prison for kidnapping, but was released in June after serving only
eight years of that sentence.
Case #2: Michael Jordan’s father, James Jordan, was fatally shot in the chest on
Interstate 95 in North Carolina on July 23, 1993. Charged with the murder were
Larry Martin Demery and Daniel Andre Green. Demery had been charged in three
previous cases involving theft, robbery, and forgery. He was awaiting trial for
bashing a convenience-store clerk in the head with a cinder block during a
robbery. Green had been paroled after serving two years of a six- year sentence
for attempting to kill a man by smashing him in the head with an axe, leaving his
victim in a coma for three months.
Americans are scared, and they are angry. The scary orgy of violent crime has
made average citizens afraid to walk the streets in front of their homes. And this
fear has fueled a public cry to end the killing fields in America. Americans have
had enough, and they want to know why known criminals were let back out on the
streets so they could kill Polly Klaas and James Jordan.
In America, the crime clock continues to click: one murder every 22 minutes, one
rape every 5 minutes, one robbery every 49 seconds, and one burglary every 10
seconds. And the cost of crime continues to mount: $78 billion for the criminal
justice system, $64 billion for private protection, $202 billion in loss of life and
work, $120 billion in crimes against business, $60 billion in stolen goods and
fraud, $40 billion from drug abuse, and $110 billion from drunk driving. When you
add up all the costs, crime costs Americans a stunning $675 billion each year.

In addition to the financial cost is the psychological cost of devastated lives and a
loss of security. In recent months, even apathetic Americans have been shaken
from their false sense of security as they have seen criminals invade nearly every
sanctuary where they felt they were safe: their cars (James Jordan); their public
transit (the Long Island Rail Road murders by Colin Ferguson); and even their
bedrooms (the abduction of Polly Klaas).
Past solutions seem ineffective. Massive spending on social programs, massive
spending on prisons, and sweeping changes in sentences seem to have little
effect. No wonder there is such anger and a clamor for change.

Current Trends in Crime
1.The Crime Rate Is Increasing.
The recent string of heinous crimes does not represent a sudden wave of crime in
America. Violent crime actually has been steadily increasing since the 1960s
(though violent crime rates did dip for a time during the early 1980s). But in
addition to the steady increase of crime has been the changing nature of these
crimes. For example, there has been a pronounced increase in the prevalence of
stranger-on-stranger robberies and drive-by shootings.

2. Teenagers Are Responsible for a Disproportionate Share
of Violent Crime.
The violent-crime rate seems to rise and fall in tandem with the number of teens
in the population. But recently, teen violence has exploded (murder arrests of
teens jumped 92 percent since 1985) during a period in which the teen population
remained steady or declined.

3.The Median Age of Criminals Is Dropping.
The perception that criminals are getting younger is backed up by statistics. In

1982, 390 teens ages 13-15 were arrested for murder. A decade later, this total
jumped to 740.

4. A Majority of the Crimes Are Committed by Habitual
Criminals.
Criminologist Marvin Wolfgang compiled arrest records for males born and raised
in Philadelphia (in 1945 and in 1958). He found that just 7 percent in each age
group committed two-thirds of all violent crime. This included three-fourths of the
rapes and robberies, and nearly all of the murders. They also found that this 7
percent had five or more arrests before the age of 18.

5. Crime Does Pay: Most Criminals Are Not Caught or
Convicted.
Consider these statistics compiled by professor Morgan Reynolds (Texas A&M
University) concerning burglary:
500,000 burglaries take place each month

250,000 of these are reported to the police

35,000 arrests are made

30,450 prosecutions take place

24,060 are convicted

6,010 are sent to prison; the rest paroled
Of the 500,0000 burglaries, only 6,000 burglars went to jail! And if this 1 percent
effectiveness ratio isn’t disturbing enough, professor Reynolds found that the
average time served was only 13 months.

How to Fight Crime
1. Put More Police on the Street.
The statistics from professor Reynolds illustrate the problem for burglary. Similar
statistics exist for other major crimes including murder. Today 3.3 violent crimes
are committed for every police officer. Twenty-five years ago, the ratio was
exactly opposite. It is not surprising that we have an epidemic of crime in this
country when the chances of being caught, prosecuted and convicted are so low.
The average criminal has no reason to fear law enforcement. The obvious solution
is to increase the deterrent through more police and swift and sure punishments.

2. Put More Criminals in Prison.
The premise is simple: a criminal in prison cannot shoot your family. While the
idea of incarceration is not new, some of the recent findings are. A 1992
publication by the Justice Department entitled, “The Case for More Incarceration”
showed the following:
That incarceration is cheaper than letting a criminal out on the streets.

That although the crime rate is high, the rate of increase has been
going down since we started putting more people in prison.

That blacks and whites are treated equally and that the vast majority of
law-abiding African-Americans would gain most from more
incarceration of criminals because African-Americans are more likely to
be victims of violent crime.
Putting criminals behind bars keeps them off the streets and is less expensive to
society than letting them back out on the street.

3. Focus on Habitual Criminals.
The same publication by the Justice Department also found that much violent
crime is committed by people who have already been in the criminal justice
system. This included those who have been arrested, convicted, or imprisoned, or
who are on probation or parole. The chronic offender has had 5 or more arrests
by the age of 18 and has gotten away with dozens of other crimes.
Police departments that target “serious habitual offenders” and put them behind
bars have found the number of violent crimes as well as property crimes drops
significantly. Arresting, prosecuting, convicting, and incarcerating this small
percentage of criminals will make communities safer.

4. Keep Violent Criminals in Prison Longer.
Most citizens are shocked to find out that violent criminals serve only 5.5 years
for murder or 3 years for rape. But those are the sobering statistics wrought from
lenient early-release practices.
Government statistics (for 36 states and the District of Columbia) show that
although violent offenders received an average sentence of seven years and
eleven months imprisonment, they actually served an average of only two years
and eleven months in prison–or only 37 percent of their imposed sentences. The
statistics also show that, typically, 51 percent of violent criminals were
discharged from prison in two years or less, and 76 percent were back on the

streets in four years or less.
We need to revise our current parole and probation procedures. Criminals who
knowhow to work the system can be set free on bond, on their own recognizance,
for re-habilitation, or for supervision. Three out of four people serving a criminal
sentence are currently on probation or parole. In other words, they are out on the
streets ready to commit another crime!
Many states are enacting “truth in sentencing” laws that require violent criminals
to serve at least 85 percent of their prison sentence before becoming eligible for
parole or other early release possibilities. Other states and the federal
government are considering “three strikes and you’re out.” These laws mandate
that those convicted of three violent crimes be put in jail for life.
Incarceration incapacitates violent criminals and keeps them off the streets, but it
also deters would-be criminals. Criminologists have shown that an increase in
arrest rates reduces the crime rate, and they have also demonstrated that an
increase in sentence length also decreases crime rates. Catching more criminals,
convicting more criminals, and keeping more criminals behind bars will reduce
the crime rate.

5. Focus National and State Resources on Criminals, Not
Weapons.
Many politicians seem to think that crime can be fought through gun control
rather than criminal control.
No matter where you come down on the issue of gun control, consider the
following statistics. Only 1 percent of all guns purchased in America are ever used
in the commmission of a crime. And of those 1 percent, 5 out of 6 were obtained
illegally. At its best, any gun control bill is only going to affect a very small
portion of the criminal element.

6. Provide Alternative Sentencing for Non-Violent
Offenders.
Criminals who are not a physical threat to society should not be locked up with
violent criminals but should be sentenced to projects that will pay back the
community. Criminals should pay restitution to their victims and the community.
Locking up violent criminals makes sense; locking up non-violent criminals does
not. Currently it costs more to warehouse a criminal for one year than it does to
send the brightest student to Harvard University. Alternative sentencing for nonviolent offenders will reduce taxpayer cost and generate funds which can provide
restitution for the crime committed.

7. Develop Community Programs Which Deter Crime.
Many cities have introduced curfews prohibiting minors from being on the streets
from 10 P.M. to 6 A.M. Exceptions are made for those passing through town or on
their way to or from a political or religious event.
Some neighborhoods have found erecting roadblocks effective in reducing crime.
Drug dealing drops dramatically when police check for driver’s licenses and when
local citizens write down license plate numbers and film activities with hand-held
videos. Setting up a neighborhood crime watch program has also been a major
deterrent to crime in many neighborhoods.
Citizens and legislators need to take back the streets. If we implement these
common sense measures in the legislature and in our communities, we can make
our streets safe again.
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